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The Teacher Lesson Manual engages and guides teachers to implement 
hands-on science lessons with their students. Lesson by lesson, students 
develop strong process skills and in-depth understanding of specifi c concepts.

The book brings teachers up to speed for the science content through 
“Teacher Background Information” and in-context lesson notes. Teachers can feel 
comfortable with leading the class—whether they have a long history of teaching 
science or not.

Each Teacher Lesson Manual focuses on a set of Big Ideas for a science topic. Each 
lesson focuses on a Big Idea. Groups of lessons (called clusters) develop a Big Idea 
through a series of diff erent experiences and discussions. 

Lessons Follow a Consistent Sequence
  •   Engage – In this section of a lesson, the teacher introduces the topic.     
 The goal is to briefl y generate interest, activate prior knowledge, or link   
 the day’s activities to what has come before.

  • Explore – This is often (but not always) a hands-on exploration    
 conducted in small groups. Students record their work in their Science   
 Notebooks. Collaboration with peers is encouraged. Key materials are   
 provided in the ExploraGear kit.

   Refl ect and Discuss – In this important section, the teacher and students   
 discuss what they observed, share ideas and data, and refl ect on the day’s  
 activities. This portion of the lesson brings the class back to the Big Idea.

You’ll fi nd that while the lesson format is very consistent, students explore science 
content and the process of “doing science” in a large variety of ways.

You’ll also fi nd that students LOVE the mix of active,
hands-on, minds-on science.

Teacher Lesson Manual

  •   Engage
 The goal is to briefl y generate interest, activate prior knowledge, or link   

  Refl ect and Discuss
 discuss what they observed, share ideas and data, and refl ect on the day’s  

  • Explore
 conducted in small groups. Students record their work in their Science   
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Lessons at a Glance
Science Content: Big ideas

The Habitats Unit concentrates on the following Big Ideas. Along 
with the scientific Habits of Mind discussed on pages 6-7, these 
concepts are reinforced throughout the unit. The lessons in which 
each Big Idea is introduced or is a major focus are indicated in 
parentheses.

Lessons
• All organisms have basic survival needs: air, food, water, 

protection, and space. A habitat is the place where an 
organism gets everything it needs to survive. (Lessons 1, 16)

• Many organisms share an environment and interact because 
their habitats overlap. (Lessons 2, 5, 7, 9, 16)

• Organisms have characteristics that make it possible for them 
to survive in their habitat. (Lessons 3, 4, 6, 8)

• A biome is a large geographic area that contains many 
habitats. (Lessons 10, 11)

• You can use what you know about a habitat and a biome to 
design imaginary organisms that might be able to survive in 
them. (Lessons 12, 14, 15)

• It’s useful to have criteria when designing a project.  
(Lesson 13)

Skill Building Activities
• Paying attention to a book’s organization can assist reading 

comprehension. (Skill Building Activity: Reading Science 
Books)

• Scientists use models to represent things that are too big, 
small, fast, slow, far away, or dangerous to observe in the real 
world. (Skill Building Activity: Using Models in Science)

• You can use a field guide to learn about and identify things in 
the natural world. (Skill Building Activity: Using Field Guides)

Colleen
Rectangle

Colleen
Text Box
Here are the Big Ideas for Habitats. 

Colleen
Rectangle
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Cluster 1: The Human Habitat 
(Lessons 1 and 1�)

Overview Children identify the difference between wants and 
needs. They evaluate their habitat by drawing or 
describing how their immediate needs are met. They 
reevaluate their habitat at the end of the unit and 
discover that, depending on the sources they use to 
meet their needs, their habitat may be global. They 
discuss how human needs have caused changes in 
other organisms’ habitats.

Science 
Content

• A habitat is a place where an organism meets all of its 
needs.

• A human’s habitat can extend much farther than his 
or her home.

Science 
Center

• Care for the organisms in the mini-habitat.
• Identify how organisms in the mini-habitat meet 

their survival needs.
• Reflect on what the class discovered during the unit.

Family Links • Describe how an organism that shares the child’s 
home meets its survival needs.

Further 
Science 
Explorations

Cross-
Curricular 
Extensions

Art: Create a collage that shows the difference between 
wants and needs.
Language Arts: Write a letter to someone in the future 
describing the environmental stewardship project.
Social Studies: Read the book Material World and 
compare how different people meet their needs. Discuss 
how Native Americans or early settlers met their survival 
needs. Discover how humans’ habitat can extend to other 
parts of the planet by looking at the tags on clothing to 
identify where they were manufactured. Make a map of 
the children’s extended habitat. Discuss how the human 
habitat has changed due to improved technology.

Unit Summary
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Cluster 2: Animals and Their Habitats 
(Lessons 2-�)

Cluster 3: Plants and Their Habitats  
(Lessons �-�)

Children discuss the many organisms that use an 
oak tree in different ways. After an introduction to 
the specialized bills of woodpeckers and owls, they 
experiment with using tools to retrieve various model 
foods. They associate birds’ bills and feet with the foods 
available in their habitats. They dissect owl pellets and try 
to identify the owl’s habitat from what they know about 
the organisms in the owl’s diet. Finally, the children learn 
about birds in their local habitat through a Habitat Walk 
outside, or a Habitat Talk by a local bird expert.

Children listen to a book about a saguaro cactus and 
compare it to an oak tree. They compare models of how 
cactus stems and other plants’ stems retain water. Finally, 
they learn about local plants through a Habitat Walk 
outside, or a Habitat Talk by a native plant expert.

Overview

• Organisms share an environment and interact 
because their habitats overlap.

• Organisms have characteristics that make it possible 
for them to survive in their habitat.

• Birds’ behavioral and physical characteristics help 
them survive in a local habitat.

• Many animals use the saguaro cactus as part of their 
habitat.

• A cactus plant’s thick shape and waxy outer coating 
help keep moisture in and allow it to survive in a desert 
habitat.

• Careful observations of the physical characteristics of 
local plants in one’s habitat can explain how they survive.

• Many animals are dependent on plants for their 
survival.

Science 
Content

• Draw pictures of organisms to put on an oak tree mural.
• Try using model bird “bills” to get “foods”
• Observe plant and animal interactions in the mini-

habitat. Focus on animals’ feeding and locomotion.
• Make bird feature card sets.
• Continue dissecting owl pellets.
• Practice identifying bones found in owl pellets.
• Identify birds from the local environment in a field guide.

• Peruse books about desert habitats.
• Make careful observations of the plants in the  

mini-habitat.
• View photographs from the plant Habitat Walk.

Science 
Center

• Find ideas for environmental stewardship projects 
the class might undertake.

• Find a special spot outside to study and observe.
• Read background information on owl pellet dissection.
• Take home an owl pellet for continued dissection and 

bone identification.

• Continue weekly visits to the special spot the student 
selected.

Family  
Links

• Compare different bird bills by using “bird bill” tools 
to collect as much food as possible within a certain 
time frame.

• Grow cactus plants from seeds.
• Compare the water needs between a cactus and a 

houseplant.

Further 
Science 
Explorations

Language Arts: Read about how different animals 
survive in their habitat and environmental stewardship 
projects other children have undertaken. Read about 
different kinds of bird bills. Write a story about an 
owl whose habitat is changing due to a new human 
neighborhood being built. Read a field guide about 
birds.
Mathematics: Graph the number of organisms found in 
the owl pellets. Calculate the number of organisms an 
owl eats each year.
Social Studies: Discuss how prehistoric Native 
Americans used an oak tree to meet their needs.

Art: Make a wall mural of a saguaro cactus. Draw pictures 
of different types of potted cactus plants. Make crayon 
rubbings of collected leaves.
Language Arts: Write a cinquain poem.
Mathematics: Consider different ways of measuring 
how much water a plant stem absorbs.

Cross-
Curricular 
Extensions
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Cluster �: Biomes  
(Lessons 10-11) 

Cluster �: Design Project 
(Lessons 12-1�) 

Overview Children discover the difference between a biome and 
a habitat. They learn about their local biome. They color 
the different biomes found in the United States on a 
map. They work with a partner to research one of Earth’s 
major biomes.

Children collaborate to design imaginary organisms that 
can survive in a habitat within the biome they researched. 
They develop a class assessment rubric to define what 
they need to include in their designs. They evaluate, 
refine, and make pictorial models of their designs. To 
culminate their project, the children present and explain 
their designs to the class. 

Science 
Content

• A biome is a large geographic area that contains many 
habitats.

• Organisms have behavioral and physical 
characteristics that help them survive in their habitat.

• Having criteria is useful when creating a design.
• Design, evaluation and revision are all parts of 

product development. 
• Models can represent ideas.

Science 
Center

• Display nonfiction books about biomes. • Use books as references for organism designs.
• Look through books and magazines to find 

interesting interactions between organisms.
• Make three-dimensional models of imaginary 

organisms.
• View classmates’ pictorial models of imaginary 

organism designs.

Family Links • Continue weekly visits to special spot. • Continue weekly visits to a special spot.
• Make three-dimensional models of imaginary 

organisms.

Further 
Science 
Explorations

• Design a biome exhibit for a zoo.
• Visit a local zoo.

• Design an organism that could survive on a planet in 
our solar system.

• Observe the behavior of a carnivorous plant.
• Sort animal crackers according to the biome they 

would most likely belong to.
• Select an unusual animal from each biome and 

challenge children to identify the biome it belongs to 
based on its physical characteristics.

Cross-
Curricular 
Extensions

Art: Create a diorama, painting, drawing, or poster of a 
biome. Make a biome mural. Create a biome collage. 
Language Arts: Write a short story detailing the 
experience of moving from one biome to another. 
Develop a travel brochure for a particular biome. Write a 
short story or poem about a biome as seen through the 
eyes of an organism that lives there. Write a riddle about 
an animal in a biome.
Mathematics: Graph the average rainfall and 
temperatures of different biomes.

Art: Make physical models of imaginary organisms using 
modeling clay. Create a “Habitat Wanted” poster for their 
imaginary organisms.
Language Arts: Write a story about a day in the life of 
their imaginary organisms.

Unit Summary
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How a Cactus Survives

H A B i TAT S
C L U S T E R  3
PlanTs and Their  
habiTaTs

�Lesson

Big idea  

Organisms have characteristics 
that make it possible for them 
to survive in their habitat.

Process Skills

• Observing

• Using models 

Overview

Children observe characteristics of a living cactus plant. They talk 
about how the cactus looks different from other plants, and then 
compare models of how cactus and other plants’ stems retain 
water.

key Notes

• This lesson takes place in two sessions, with time between 
them. Plan on about 30 minutes for the demonstration, 
introductory discussion, and the beginning of the exploration. 
After the flat paper towel has dried (which could take 60 to 
90 minutes or overnight…depending on the conditions in 
your classroom), plan on another 15 minutes for recording 
observations and conducting the synthesizing discussion.

• If the children in your class need more experience 
understanding what models are and how they are used in 
science, consider teaching Skill Building Activity “Using Models 
in Science” on page 254.

• For more information about the science content in this 
lesson, see the “Survival Characteristics” section of the Teacher 
Background Information on page 273.

A QUiCk LOOk
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 NoTes

Lesson �Lesson

Checklist: Creating and Using Models

Standards and Benchmarks 

Focusing on the physical characteristics of a cactus plant 
that help it survive in a desert habitat, this lesson meets The 
Living Environment Benchmarks 5A and 5F (Diversity of Life 
and Evolution of Life), as well as Life Science Standard C (The 
Characteristics of Organisms): “Each plant or animal has different 
structures that serve different functions in growth, survival, and 
reproduction.”

Lesson Goals

1. Compare models of how cactus and other plants’ stems retain 
water.

2. Realize that a cactus plant’s thick shape and waxy outer 
coating help keep moisture in.

3. Understand that the physical characteristics that help a cactus 
retain water allow it to survive in a desert habitat.

Assessment Options

Observe the children as they construct, use, and reflect on the 
model plant stems. Do they understand how the paper towels 
represent different kinds of plant stems? Are they able to 
understand how cactus plants retain water, based on using the 
models? Use the Creating and Using Models checklist to assess 
the children’s understanding of these ideas.

Colleen
Text Box
In this lesson and throughout the Habitats module, students gain an understanding of how an organism's characteristics help it survive in its environment.See Rubric 3: Organism's Characteristics, which applies to this lesson and others.
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Materials

 Preparation
 Purchase at least two small cactus plants in about 3 inch pots. 

If cactus plants are unavailable, another succulent plant such 
as aloe vera can be used. You need one for the demonstration 
and one for a further science exploration. Choose plants that 
have stout spines instead of small, abundant spines. You will 
also need a small tropical houseplant of the same size for the 
further science exploration.

 Collect the items needed for the exploration: trays, paper 
towels, twist ties, and waxed paper.

 Fill three basins with water, where children will wet their paper 
towel columns.

 This lesson takes place in two sessions. The time between 
sessions depends on the warmth and dryness of the spot 
where the children put their wet paper towel columns. You 
will be able to gauge when to begin the second session by 
monitoring how long it takes for a flat, wet paper towel to 
dry. When it has just dried, have children begin recording 
observations. Their columns should still be damp.

 NoTes

item Quantity Notes
ExploraGear

Magnifying lenses 1 per group For optional sensory observation.

Classroom Supplies
Cactus plants in pots (Aloe 
vera plants can also be used.)

1-3 For the introductory discussion, demonstration, 
and further science exploration.

Gardening gloves (optional) 1 pair To protect hands while cutting cactus.

Knife, sharp (optional) 1 To cut cactus.

Paper towels 13 sheets per 
group plus 1 extra

To make model stems.

Plates, non-breakable 
(optional)

1 per group To hold cactus sections for sensory observation.

Trays 1 per group To put model stems on.

Twist ties 12 per group To hold model stems together.

Water in basins 3 To wet model stems.

Waxed paper 1 sheet per group To wrap around one model stem.

 Curriculum Items
Habitats Science Notebook, pages 16-19

Habitats Student Reference Book, pages 38-40

Checklist: Creating and Using Models (optional)

Family Link Homework “Your Special Spot Outside: Weekly Visit”
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 Have the mini-habitat available in the Science Center for the 
children to make appropriate observations of the plants in it.

 Copy the Family Link Homework, “Your Special Spot 
Outside: Weekly Visit,” for each child. Consider adding a 
“bonus question” to the second page before copying it. An 
example question might be: Describe a plant in your special 
spot. What does its stem look like?

 Using the Student Reference Book
After the lesson, reinforce the concepts learned by having 
children read the remaining section of Chapter 3, “Survival in the 
Wild,” on pages 38–40.

Vocabulary
evaporation . . . . . . . . . . The process in which liquid water 

changes to an invisible gas in the air.

Teaching the Lesson

 Engage

Introductory Discussion
1. Show the children the cactus plants. Help them discover how 

a cactus looks different from other plants with which they are 
familiar. Compile a list from the discussion on the board. (For 
example, it’s fat and thick, it doesn’t have leaves, it has spines.)

Teacher NoTe: To get more ideas about cactus plant characteristics, 
you may want to have the children refer to the illustrations on page 16 
in their science notebooks.

2. Tell the children that today they will explore how and why 
many of these characteristics help cactus plants save water in 
a dry habitat.

Demonstration and Sensory Observation (Optional)
1. Use a sharp knife to cut a cactus plant in half, crosswise. Cut 

several cross sections, being careful to maneuver between the 
spines. Lay the pieces on plates and pass them around the 
classroom along with magnifying lenses.

2. As the children observe and mention additional 
characteristics they can see by using the magnifying lenses to 
examine the cactus pieces, add them to the list on the board. 
(For example, the cactus has a juicy inside stem, or there’s a waxy 
outer coating that can be peeled off.)

Science Notebook page 16

Colleen
Text Box
This Family Link was preceded in another lesson by the Family Link Homework "Find a Special Spot Outside."
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 NoTes

1�0

  safeTy NoTe: Do not let any children touch the ends of the 
spines of a cactus. They are very sharp and get under the skin easily.

 Explore

Modeling How a Cactus Saves Water
1. Divide the children into groups. Instruct them to examine the 

pictures of the cactus plants in their science notebooks on 
page 16 and to follow the directions for the exploration on 
page 17.

2. Give each group their supplies:

• 13 paper towels

• 12 twist ties

• 1 sheet of waxed paper

• 1 tray

MaNageMeNT NoTe: Help the children read and follow the directions 
in their science notebooks. Make sure they know they are supposed to 
make all three stem types.

3. Explain that the three different columns of paper towels they 
make are models of different plant stems. By seeing what 
happens when they wet and dry the model plant stems, they 
can think about what would happen with real plant stems.

4. Have groups take turns using the three basins of water for 
soaking their three paper towel columns.

MaNageMeNT NoTe: Remind children that they want to get their 
paper towel columns wet, but not leave them in the water so long that 
they fall apart. Have children squeeze excess water from the columns, so 
water doesn’t puddle on the tray.

5. Once the groups have placed all three, wet paper towel 
columns on a tray in a warm, dry place (such as outside in the 
sun) or in an area that receives some sort of breeze (such as by 
an open window), wet a single paper towel, and lay it flat in 
the same location.

6. Let the children know that they will return to the lesson as 
soon as the flat paper towel has dried.

Teacher NoTe: Stop the lesson here and return to it once the flat 
paper towel has dried. Depending on how quickly the water evaporates, 
this could take 60-90 minutes or overnight.

language arts 
connection
Following simple, multi-
step directions reinforces 
interpretation of written 
materials.

Science Notebook page 17
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7. When the children return to the lesson, have them get the 
trays and answer the questions in their science notebooks on 
pages 18-19.

 Reflect and Discuss

Sharing
1. Encourage the groups to share their results with each other.

Teacher NoTe: Mention that inconsistent results may come from a 
group’s using different methods, or from differences in the circumstances 
in which the towels dried.

2. Encourage the children to share their ideas about how the 
model stems saved water, especially about the following:

• Why the flat paper towel dried first. (The flat paper towel 
had the most surface area exposed to the sun and warm air. 
Heat causes water to evaporate into the air.)

• Why the rolled columns with just one paper towel took 
longer to dry than the flat paper towel. (Because they had 
less surface area exposed to the warm air.)

• Why the rolled columns with six paper towels remained 
moist. (Because the thick shape helped keep water inside, 
away from the heat source.)

• Why the rolled columns covered with waxed paper 
remained the moistest. (Because the waxed paper trapped 
the water and prevented it from evaporating into the air.)

Synthesizing
1. Review the list the class compiled about how a cactus looks 

different from other plants.

2. Based on what they know about the stems they modeled, 
have the children discuss how the following characteristics 
help a cactus survive in a desert habitat:

• It has a waxy outer coating. (The waxy outer walls 
stop water the cactus has absorbed from being lost to 
evaporation.)

• It is fat and thick. (The shape makes it so there is less surface 
area for water evaporation.)

• It doesn’t have leaves. (With no leaves, less surface area is 
exposed to the sun. It photosynthesizes—makes food—in its 
green, water-storing stem.)

• It has spines. (They protect it from hungry, thirsty animals 
that want the water stored inside. Spines also help shade the 
plant from the sun.)

Science Notebook page 18-19

Big idea  

Organisms have characteristics 
that make it possible for them 
to survive in their habitat.

As the children compare 
their model stems with the 
characteristics of a cactus, assess 
their skill at using models.
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 NoTes

1�2

Ongoing Learning

Science Center

Survival Characteristics of Terrarium Plants
Post the following challenge for the children to write about 
in the “Habitats Journal” section (pages 46-64) of their science 
notebooks: Observe the plants in the terrarium. Do they have any 
special characteristics that help them survive in this habitat? Draw 
pictures and write about these characteristics.

Special Spot Notes
1. Post the children’s notes about their special spots.

2. Post the following question for the children to write about in 
the “Habitats Journal” section (pages 46-64) of their science 
notebooks: Compare your classmates’ notes about their 
special spots. What do you notice?

Family Link
The Family Link Homework “Your Special Spot Outside: Weekly 
Visit” reminds children to visit their special spot for 10 minutes, 
and to describe the living things they observe there.

Maintenance
• Review the questions the children generated in Lesson 7. If 

any of the questions were answered during this lesson, write 
and post the answers in the Science Center, or discuss them 
with the class.

• Have children share any new observations they made during 
their weekly visits to their special spot.

• Continue with the class’s environmental stewardship project.

Materials: Terrarium “mini-
habitat,” magnifying lenses

Teacher Master 42, Family Link

Teacher Master 43, Family Link
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Extending the Lesson

Further Science Exploration

Comparing Plants’ Water Needs
Place a small potted cactus and a small, tropical potted 
houseplant next to each other, preferably in a sunny window. 
Have the children water both, and mark the date on a calendar. 
Tell the children not to water again, and to notify you when they 
notice that one of the plants looks like it needs water. How many 
days does it take before the houseplant’s leaves wilt? How dry is 
the soil? What does the cactus look like at the same time?

Mathematics Extension
Ask the children to think about different ways of measuring how 
much water a plant stem absorbs. Prompt them to consider many 
different kinds of measurement (liquid volume, weight, or linear 
measure of circumference) and why they would or would not 
choose each. If time allows, have them experiment with either 
paper towel models or with wilted celery in a glass of water.

Art Extension
Provide different types of potted cacti, and have the children draw 
them, focusing especially on their shapes, ribbing, and spines.

Planning Ahead

For Lesson �
Contact a local plant expert and ask them to lead a guided walk 
through—or present a slide show about—local, native plant 
habitats.

• If you decide on an outing, arrange for adult volunteers to 
accompany the class, and send home permission slips to be 
signed.

• If you decide on a classroom presentation, have the children 
compose questions, and provide them to the presenter ahead 
of time. This enables the presenter to tailor the talk to the 
children’s interests.
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Teacher Background 
information
introduction

Many elementary school-age children are sure they already know 
what a habitat is—a home. In many ways they are right, but as they 
will learn while doing the lessons in this unit, a habitat is much more 
than a house or a nest; it’s even more than the place where a person 
or animal gets shelter and food.

A habitat is the place where a living thing gets everything it needs 
to survive. A habitat is where an organism gets its food, water, air, 
protection, and space to grow and thrive. For human beings, our 
habitat includes our home, but it actually extends much farther to 
include the places where our food was grown or caught, the source 
of the water that comes through our pipes, the location where our 
waste is disposed, and the transportation needed for bringing these 
things to and from our homes.

By the end of this unit, children will understand that people, in our 
continuing quest to satisfy our needs and wants, use resources from 
around the world. Human beings’ resource use often compromises 
or destroys the habitat of other organisms, and habitat loss is the 
primary cause of species extinction. Since children sometimes feel 
guilty once they realize the destructive impact humans have on 
other living things, it is important to give them a way to develop 
and exercise a sense of environmental stewardship. A section at the 
end of this Teacher Background Information, titled “Environmental 
Stewardship,” offers ideas for stewardship projects that your class can 
undertake.

Unit Overview
In this unit, the children are introduced to organisms in their natural 
environment. This unit, along with Science Companion’s Collecting 
and Examining Life Unit and Life Cycles Unit, provides a foundation 
for a child to understand how individual organisms maintain and 
continue life.1 In later grades, they will learn about the diversity and 
adaptations of species and about biological evolution.

This unit’s focus on individual organisms is appropriate to the 
children’s age and development. Children in early and middle 
elementary school generally hold a self-centered view of the world. 
When they consider other organisms, they view them as individuals, 
rather than groups, or species, and they understand these organisms 
mostly in relationship to themselves. Researchers have found that 
younger children first extend their view beyond themselves to 
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The Teacher Background Information in each module brings teachers up to speed on the science content, and provides an overview of research about possible misconceptions students may have.  Here is a portion of the  Habitats Teacher Background Information.
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individual organisms that depend on people for survival, such as pets 
and houseplants. By the middle elementary school years, children 
expand their thinking to wild plants and animals, but they may still 
think these organisms are fed and cared for by humans.

It is challenging and creatively stimulating for children to try to move 
beyond their own viewpoint and understand the world from the 
perspective of another individual organism. For instance, you might 
have them consider a frog’s habitat and look at the environment 
from a frog’s point of view. Then they might turn their attention to 
a screech owl’s habitat and reflect on the environment from the 
screech owl’s perspective.

The Habitats Unit focuses on individual organisms, rather than 
species. It explores the physical characteristics of organisms, and 
how these features help the organisms survive in their habitats. 
More complex concepts, including how these characteristics may 
be species’ evolutionary adaptations to the environment, are best 
left for middle school or high school. At that age, children are able 
to consider whole species of organisms and can understand the 
concept of change through time.

Use care with the vocabulary introduced in this unit. Most children 
in elementary school (as well as many older students and adults) are 
confused by the terms used in ecology and evolution, because the 
everyday usage of these terms often differs from scientific definitions. 
In particular, words can have different meanings when they are used 
in reference to individual organisms than when referring to species. 
Two terms in particular, habitat and adaptation, are described in 
more detail in the “Habitats” and “Survival Characteristics” sections.

Survival Needs
While elementary school-age children are able to extend their 
thinking to individual wild organisms, they may still think these 
organisms are fed and cared for by humans. This unit helps children 
recognize how individual animals and plants meet their own 
needs for survival in a habitat. One of the unit’s Big Ideas is that all 
organisms have basic needs: air, food, water, protection, and space.

In Lesson 1, “What’s My Habitat?” children learn the distinction 
between their own wants and needs by differentiating between 
what they would need to have on a trip to Mars and what they 
would want to bring along. This exercise is designed to help 
children extend beyond their own self-centered thinking to 
reasoning about humans as organisms. Later, they should be able 
to consider other organisms’ needs as well. 

In Lessons 2-6, children think about humans and other animals. In 
Lesson 8, “How a Cactus Survives,” children examine the survival 
needs of a plant. Some children may not explicitly understand 
that plants have the same basic survival needs that animals (and all 
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other organisms) have. You may need to emphasize that plants also 
need air (carbon dioxide, oxygen), food (nutrients), water, protection 
(from animals that eat them, from too much heat or cold), and space 
(room to grow). 

The remainder of the Habitats Unit builds upon the idea of survival 
needs, because survival needs define where an organism’s habitat is. 
Children must understand that all organisms have these basic needs 
before they can undertake the later lessons in the unit in which they 
design imaginary plants and animals to survive in a particular biome.

Habitats
With the first Big Idea in this unit—a habitat is the place where 
an organism gets everything it needs to survive—children are 
introduced to the conceptual challenge of figuring out where an 
organism meets its needs, for a habitat can be defined only from 
the context of the particular organism’s needs. A habitat can be as 
small as a leaf or as large as a forest or even an entire migration route. 
For example, an acorn may comprise the entire habitat of a weevil, 
providing everything it needs, but a deer may need several acres of 
combined meadow and oak woodlands, plus a stream, to survive.

You may need to distinguish between the words “environment” 
and “habitat.” The environment encompasses everything, the total 
surroundings and forces around an organism. It includes all the things 
an organism needs to survive, as well as other things that threaten 
its survival. The habitat is comprised of the parts of the environment 
where it gets what it needs to live.

Though this unit focuses on children’s investigations of individual 
organisms in their habitats, it does help them extend their thinking to 
how these individual organisms interact with other organisms. One of 
the unit’s Big Ideas is that many organisms share an environment and 
interact because their habitats overlap. For example, in Lessons 2 and 
7, “Who Needs an Oak Tree?” and “Who Needs a Saguaro?” children 
consider numerous animals and fungi that meet all or some of their 
survival needs in and around these plants. (You can supplement this 
material by setting up an aquarium or terrarium to provide children 
with a hands-on example of a shared habitat.) See the Teacher Masters 
“Backyard Habitat,” “Hermit Crab Habitat,” and “Simple Aquatic Habitat” 
for more information. There may be times you’ll need to describe 
larger groupings of organisms in shared habitats. All of the individual 
organisms of one species living within a particular habitat form a 
population. Several populations (of different species) may share parts 
of a habitat; together they form a community.

Some organisms share their habitats by occupying different 
niches. If a habitat can be thought of as an organism’s “address,” a 
niche is its profession. An organism’s niche depends not only on 
where it lives but also on what it does. In Lessons 3 and 4, children 
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explore the idea of niches by studying how different kinds of bird 
bills enable different birds—actually different species of birds—to 
eat different kinds of foods. For example, a woodpecker and 
an owl can both use the same oak tree as part of their habitat 
without competing, because they use it in different ways. The 
woodpecker chisels for grubs in the bark; the owl hunts rodents 
that scavenge for acorns that fall on the ground below the tree. 
The children investigate this interaction between predator and 
prey in Lesson 5, “Owl Food.”

Complex concepts like niches, as well as the food chain or food 
web, are only addressed indirectly (as in the lesson example 
above), since children in early elementary school have difficulty 
understanding the properties of ecosystems. They tend to think 
of a system’s properties as belonging to its individual parts, rather 
than arising from the interdependence of its parts. In this unit, the 
emphasis remains on the recognition that in a habitat shared by 
many organisms, the organisms usually interact or influence one 
another.2 For example, a woodpecker may influence an owl’s choice 
of roost by leaving a hollowed out hole in the dead branch of a tree.

Survival Characteristics
Another Big Idea is that organisms have characteristics that 
make it possible for them to survive in their habitat. With this 
concept, children gain an introduction to the diversity of physical 
characteristics and behaviors demonstrated by organisms 
living in different environments. They learn about the survival 
characteristics of animals and plants—the physical features and 
behaviors that help an organism survive in its habitat.

Children often assume that a feature is a survival characteristic 
simply because an organism has it and is alive. It is also easy 
for teachers to fall into this kind of reasoning when they ask 
“why” questions, or explain survival characteristics with the word 
“because.” For example, consider this question: “Why do birds that 
have different shapes of beaks eat different foods?” When worded 
this way, the only possible answer is: “They eat different foods 
because they have different shapes of beaks.” To avoid circular 
reasoning like this, use the word “and” instead of “because” when 
you discuss survival characteristics. For example, you might say, 
“This bird eats nuts and it has a thick bill.” When you reverse the 
relationship, you’d say, “This bird has a thick bill and it eats nuts.”

As mentioned, adaptation is a frequently misunderstood word. In 
common usage, a person or other individual organism may respond 
to a changing environment by deliberately “adapting” or changing 
its behavior. A species, on the other hand, develops adaptations 
to a changing environment over an extremely long period of time. 
Through this process, individuals that have features best suited to 
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the environment are able to survive and reproduce, and thereby 
pass their genes on to the next generation. Adaptation, as used in the 
Habitats Unit, means the characteristics that are produced through 
the evolutionary process of natural selection.

At this level, we teach children only that organisms have survival 
characteristics. How and when organisms as species inherit their 
survival characteristics is appropriately taught in later grades.

Some children may assume, incorrectly, that an organism’s survival 
characteristics fulfill some individual want or need. In fact, each 
individual organism is typically born with all the characteristics of its 
species. It is important for children to recognize that these survival 
characteristics not only enable the organism to live in a particular 
habitat; they actually create habitat requirements that are essential 
for these organisms to have. Many of these specialized characteristics 
make it impossible for the organism to survive in some other habitat. 
This unit familiarizes children with the survival characteristics of 
birds and cactus plants; when they have this information, they can 
recognize the habitat requirements of these organisms.

Birds
In Lesson 3, “Bird Bills,” children experiment with using different types 
of bird bills. In Lesson 4, “Bird Features,” they match birds’ bills and feet 
with their feeding behaviors and habitats. A bird’s bill and feet are the 
most obvious physical characteristics that indicate how it survives 
in its environment. For example, a water bird’s feet are webbed and 
used for paddling, while a songbird’s feet have toe arrangements 
that allow it to perch on branches. These birds would be unable 
to survive in each other’s habitat. Similarly, it would be impossible 
for a hummingbird to tear meat from a bone, just as it would be 
impossible for a vulture to sip nectar from a flower.

Specialized bills can help numerous birds live in the same 
environment, using different resources and defining each bird’s 
ecological niche. Highly specialized adaptations can also be 
problematic, because they make an organism more dependent on 
specific foods or conditions. Generalized organisms can survive in a 
wider variety of conditions. If a habitat is destroyed and there is only 
one kind of food available, the bird that has the best ability to get that 
food is the one that survives.

On the other hand, some adaptations are very generalized or broad. 
For example, blue jays and crows have versatile bills with which 
they can eat almost anything. Accordingly, they are found in many 
habitats.

Although Lesson 3 focuses only on how birds use their bills to obtain 
food, birds also depend on their bills for preening their feathers, 
building their nests, performing courtship displays, and defending 
themselves from predators or rivals. At this level, it is enough for 
children to look at bird bills as a survival characteristic, the tool with 
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which birds get food. It is not necessary for them to realize that some 
bird species’ bills may have been inherited because their progenitors’ 
brilliant color displays won them more mates and therefore created 
more offspring. Different traits make birds successful in different ways.

Cactus Plants
In Lessons 7 and 8, “Who Needs a Saguaro?” and “How a Cactus 
Survives,” children consider the survival characteristics of a desert 
cactus. They observe the thick shapes and waxy outer coating of 
cactus plants, which help the plants retain water. They also note the 
sharp spines that protect the cactus from intense sun and water 
scarcity, as well as from animals that would eat it.

Cactus plants grow extremely slowly. Because cacti don’t have 
leaves, they photosynthesize in their stems. During the summer, 
desert plants with leaves (usually very small leaves) drop them 
and go dormant. In contrast, a cactus with spines continues to 
photosynthesize in its stem throughout the summer. Because the 
surface area of its stem is small, compared to that of multiple leaves, 
its growth rate is reduced. This characteristic is not discussed in the 
lessons, but will be relevant if you choose to pursue a further science 
exploration growing cactus plants.

Through the cactus study in Lessons 7 and 8, children are introduced 
to the desert, the first of Earth’s major biomes discussed in the 
Habitats Unit.

Biomes
The Big Idea that a biome is a large geographic area that contains 
many habitats introduces children to a much larger environment 
in which to consider organisms’ survival needs and characteristics. 
Within a biome, numerous habitats and multiple communities of 
organisms intersect.

In Lesson 11, children begin researching one of Earth’s major 
biomes. Undoubtedly, they will find books and web sites that 
inaccurately refer to biomes as “habitats” (such as “the marine 
habitat” or “the taiga habitat”). Remind the children that a habitat 
is defined as the place where one organism (or population of 
organisms) meets its survival needs. In contrast, Earth’s major 
biomes contain many habitats and are generally found on several 
continents.

Biomes are typically defined by having the same overall weather 
pattern and characteristic plant communities. Different reference 
sources may divide or name biomes in many different ways, but 
the following table provides attributes of the most common 
biomes.
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Hello, Scientist,

All scientists like to study things carefully. They like to 

think and ask questions. They try things out and then see 

what happens. They use their senses to observe things.  

They describe their observations with pictures and words. 
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ideas and their observations about the things they study.

This is your science notebook. You will write and draw some 

of your ideas and your observations here.  
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Cactus Plants

Look at the pictures below to see some of the physical 

characteristics of different cactus plants.

Cactus Plants (Lesson 8)
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Modeling How a Cactus Saves Water

Materials
Item Quantity Notes
Paper towels 13 sheets per group To make into model “stems.”
Trays 1 per group To put the stems on in a warm place.
Twist ties 12 per group To hold the stems together.
Water To soak the model stems.
Waxed paper 1 sheet per group To wrap around one model stem.

Directions
1. Model the shape of a regular plant’s narrow stem:
 a. Roll one paper towel tightly into a column.
 b.  Tie three twist ties around the column: one at the top, one at the bottom, 

and one in the middle.
 c. Put the paper towel column in water.
 d. Squeeze out the extra water and place the column on the tray.

2. Model the shape of a cactus plant’s fat stem:
 a. Stack six paper towels in a pile.
 b. Roll the pile tightly into a column.
 c.  Tie three twist ties around the column: one at the top, one at the bottom, 

and one in the middle.
 d. Put the paper towel column in water.
 e.  Squeeze out the extra water and place the column on the tray, not touching 

the first column.

3. Model a cactus plant stem with its waxy outer coating:
 a. Stack six paper towels in a pile.
 b. Roll the pile tightly into a column.
 c.  Tie three twist ties around the column: one at the top, one at the bottom, 

and one in the middle.
 d. Put the paper towel column in water.
 e. Squeeze out the extra water.
 f.  Wrap the column with waxed paper, and add three more twist ties on the 

column.
 g. Place the column on the tray, not touching the others.

4. Place the tray in a warm and dry spot, such as in the sun.

Modeling How a Cactus Saves Water (Lesson 8)
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Modeling How a Cactus Saves Water

After leaving the three model “stems” on a tray in a warm and 

dry place until the flat paper towel dries, do this:

1.  Unroll the one-towel column that models a regular plant’s 

narrow stem.

 Describe the inside. Is the inside still wet? How does it feel? 

2. Unroll the six-towel column that models a cactus plant’s fat stem.

 Describe the inside. Is the inside still wet? Is it more wet or 

less wet than the narrow stem?

Modeling How a Cactus Saves Water (Lesson 8)
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Modeling How a Cactus Saves Water

3. Unroll the six-towel-plus-waxed paper column that models a 

cactus plant stem with its waxy outer coating.

 Describe the inside. Is the inside still wet? Is it more wet or 

less wet than the other two stems?

4. Think. What physical characteristics does a cactus have that 

help it save water?

Modeling How a Cactus Saves Water (Lesson 8)
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Hola, Científico,

A todos los científicos les gusta estudiar las cosas con 

cuidado.  Les gusta pensar y hacer preguntas.  Hacen 

experimentos y luego ven lo que pasa.  Usan sus sentidos 

para observar las cosas.  Describen sus observaciones con 

dibujos y palabras. 

Los científicos usan libretas de ciencias para escribir  y 

dibujar sus ideas y observaciones sobre las cosas que 

estudian.

Ésta es tu libreta de ciencias.  Tú escribirás y dibujarás 

algunas de tus ideas y observaciones aquí.  

Disfrútala!
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Plantas de Cactus

Observa los dibujos de abajo para ver algunas características 

físicas de las diferentes plantas de cactus.

Plantas de Cactus (Lección 8)1�

Fecha:  _________________________________________



Modelando Como un Cactus Conserva Agua

Materiales
Artículo Cantidad Apuntes
Toallas de papel 13 hojas por grupo Para construir los modelos de “tallos”
Charolas 1 por grupo Para colocar los tallos en un lugar cálido.
Ataduras 12 por grupo Para mantener los tallos unidos.
Agua Para remojar los tallos.
Papel de Cera 1 hoja por grupo Para envolver alrededor de un tallo.

Direcciones
1. Haz un modelo de la forma de un tallo angosto de una planta común:
 a. Enrolla un a toalla de papel en la forma de una columna.
 b.  Amarra 3 ataduras en la columna: una arriba,  una abajo, y una en medio.
 c. Pon la columna adentro del agua.
 d. Apriétala bien para quitar el exceso de agua y ponla en la charola.

2. Haz un modelo de la forma de un tallo gordo de cactus:
 a. Junta 6 toallas de papel en un montón.
 b. Enrolla éste montón apriétalo bien en una columna.
 c.  Amarra 3 ataduras en la columna: una arriba,  una abajo, y una en medio.
 d. Pon la columna adentro del agua.
 e.  Apriétala bien para quitar el exceso de agua y ponla en la charola, sin tocar la 

primer columna.

3.  Haz un modelo del tallo de un cactus con su protección externa de cera:
 a. Junta 6 toallas de papel en un montón.
 b. Enrolla este montón apretándolo bien en una columna.
 c.  Amarra 3 ataduras a la columna: una arriba,  una abajo, y una en medio.
 d. Pon la columna adentro del agua.
 e. Apriétala bien para quitar el exceso agua.
 f.  Amarra esta columna con papel de cera y añadele 3 ataduras más.
 g. Ponla en la charola, no tocando a las otras dos.

4. Coloca a la charola en un lugar caliente y seco; tal vez donde le pega el sol.

Modelando Como un Cactus Conserva Agua (Lección 8)

Fecha:   ______________________________________
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Modelando Como un Cactus Conserva Agua

Después de haber dejadotu charola con tus 3 “tallos” en un lugar 

caliente y seco hasta que se haya secado la toalla de papel que no 

enrollaste, haz lo siguiente:

1.  Desenrolla la columna de 1 sola toalla, la que sirve de modelo 

de una planta común del tallo angosto.

 Describe como se ve por adentro.  ¿Todavía se encuentra 

mojado?  ¿Cómo se siente? 

2. Desenrolla la columna de 6 toallas, la que sirve de modelo del tallo 

gordo de un cactus. Describe como se ve por adentro.  ¿Todavía 

se encuentra mojado?  ¿Se encuentra más mojado o menos 

mojado que el tallo angosto?

Modelando Como un Cactus Conserva Agua (Lección 8)18
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Modelando Como un Cactus Conserva Agua

3. Desenrolla la columna de 6 toallas-con papel de cera, la que 

sirve de modelo de tallo de un cactus con protección cerosa.

 Describe como se ve por adentro.  ¿Todavía se encuentra 

mojado?  ¿Se encuentra más mojado o menos mojado que los 

otro dos tallos?

4. Piensa.  ¿Cuáles son las características físicas que tiene el 

cactus para ayudarle a conservar agua?

Modelando Como un Cactus Conserva Agua (Lección 8)

Fecha:   ______________________________________
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Science Companion supplies a variety of tools to assess children 
“in-the-act” of doing science, as well as evaluate their understanding 
and profi ciency as they fi nish clusters of lessons.

In the Teacher Lesson Manual:
 Big Ideas and lesson goals are clearly outlined on each lesson’s 
 Quick Look pages. 

 Assessment Options in each lesson suggest where pre-assessment   
 and formative assessment can occur in the context of a lesson.

In the Assessment Book:
 Rubrics are supplied to score understanding of science content. 
 The criteria in each rubric are derived from a module’s Big Ideas 
 and lesson goals.

 Opportunities Overviews show where each criteria can be 
 evaluated during pre-assessment, formative assessment and 
 summative assessment.

 Checklists and Self-Assessments list criteria that are related 
 to science process skills.

 Performance Tasks are used for summative assessment to 
 evaluate students’ understanding of Big Ideas and lesson goals.  
 The Assessment Book supplies evaluation guidelines and blank 
 masters for each Performance Task.

 Quick Checks—another summative assessment tool—employ 
 a multiple-choice format.

The Science Notebook Teacher Guide:
 A fi nal assessment tool is the Science Notebook Teacher Guide. 
 This teacher edition of the Student Science Notebook is annotated 
 to help teachers know what to expect in from children in their 
 Student Science Notebooks.
 

In the Assessment Book:

In the Teacher Lesson Manual:
 Big Ideas and lesson goals are clearly outlined on each lesson’s 

Assessments

The Science Notebook Teacher Guide:
 A fi nal assessment tool is the Science Notebook Teacher Guide. 

www.sciencecompanion.com
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Rubric 3: Organism’s Characteristics
Criterion A 
(Lessons 3, 4, 6—12, 15)

Physical and/or behavioral characteristics help an organism meet its 
survival needs.

4 - Exceeds 
Expectations

Understands at a secure level (see box below) and considers the 
implications of having specialized characteristics rather than generalized 
characteristics.

Explores content 
beyond the level 
presented in the 
lessons.

3 - Secure
(Meets 
Expectations)

Recognizes physical and/or behavioral characteristics of an organism 
and knows how those characteristics help the organism meet its survival 
needs.

Understands 
content at the 
level presented 
in the lessons and 
does not exhibit 
misconceptions. 

2 - Developing
(Approaches 
Expectations)

Recognizes physical and/or behavioral characteristics of an organism and 
starts to consider how those characteristics help the organism meet its 
survival needs.

Shows an 
increasing 
competency with 
lesson content.

1 - Beginning Recognizes physical and/or behavioral characteristics of an organism but 
does not connect how those characteristics help the organism meet its 
survival needs.Has no previous 

knowledge of 
lesson content.

Colleen
Text Box
Rubrics return to the Big Ideas and show how to evaluate student progress.
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Opportunities Overview:  
Organism’s Characteristics 

This table highlights opportunities to assess the criteria on Rubric 3: 
Organism’s Characteristics. It does not include every assessment 
opportunity; feel free to select or devise other ways to assess various 
criteria.

Criterion A 
(Lessons 3, 4, 6—12, 15)
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Lesson 3: 
- Introductory discussion
- Exploration
- Synthesizing discussion

Lesson 4:
- Introductory discussion
- Reflective discussion

Lesson 7:
- Synthesizing discussion

Lesson 8:
- Synthesizing discussion
- Science notebook page ��

Lesson 11:
- Science notebook pages ��-��
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m
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s Performance Tasks
Design Project Cluster  
Designing Organisms, page 41

Quick Check Items
Animals, Plants and Their Habitats Cluster 
Page 47: items 4, 5;
     page 49: items 11, 12; and
     page �0: item ��

Colleen
Text Box
Opportunities Overviews show where ongoing and summative assessment can occur for each criteria.
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Checklist: Creating and Using Models
Teacher Assessment

(Lessons 3, 8, and 14) 
Determine whether the following skills are evident as the child uses and creates 
models. You might assign one point for each criterion that the child demonstrates. 
You can add specific observations or comments in the space below each criterion.  

Name __________________________________ Date__________

Criteria:

________ A. Understands that a model is a representation of something.  

________ B. Can create a model to represent his or her ideas.  

________ C. Can critique one’s own model as well as scientific or peer’s models.

________ D. Can compare one’s own model to scientific or peer’s models.

 

 

Colleen
Text Box
Checklists and Self-Assessments are tools for evaluating science process skills.



HABITATS| CHECKLISTS AND SELF-ASSESSMENTS | ��

Name _________________________________  Date_____________________________

Self-Assessment: Making Models
Think about the model or models you made in class. Answer the following questions. 

�. How well does your model represent your ideas? 

 Very well  Okay  Not very well

�. What do you like most about your model? 

�. Did you learn anything from other models you could include on your model or a 
new model? Explain you answer.

4. If you had more time to work on your model, what would you change about it? 
Explain your answer. 



�� | HABITATS | PERFORMANCE TASK EVALUATION GUIDELINES 

How an Organism Meets Its Needs
Animals, Plants and Their Habitats Cluster (Lessons 2–9)

Pick an organism that you know something about. Describe how all its needs are 
met. Be sure to include how any physical or behavioral characteristics help that 
organism meet its needs. 

Teacher NoTes:

Use this assessment after teaching Lesson 9.

Children can use any of the following organisms:

• Plants

• Animals

• Humans

You can also expand this assessment by having children describe how big the 
organism’s habitat is based on how the organism meets its needs. For example, a 
human’s habitat might reach around the world because it gets some of its food from 
other countries, or a raccoon’s habitat might be as big as a forest, or as small as 
someone’s backyard.

evaluaTioN GuideliNes:

When evaluating children’s answers, consider whether they include how the organism 
meets the following needs:

• Air

• Space

• Protection

• Food

• Water

• Any other survival need your class identified

In addition, check to make certain the children have included descriptions of how any 
physical or behavioral characteristics help the organism meet its needs.

Colleen
Text Box
Here's a sample of a Performance Task.



Read the paragraph below to help you answer questions 9 and 10.

 A saguaro cactus stands tall in the Arizona desert. A fruit falls off the cactus and 
splits apart, covering the sandy floor underneath the cactus with seeds. A ground 
squirrel scurrying by sees the seeds and stops to eat them. A Gila woodpecker 
flies overhead, spots the cactus and lands on one of the arms of the cactus. Using 
its hard, long beak, the woodpecker bores a hole in the cactus to use as a nest. 
The nest will help keep the woodpecker cool during hot days and warm during 
cold days.

9. (Lesson 7) Which survival need does the ground squirrel depend on the cactus 
for? 

 ___________ food	

10.  (Lesson 7) Which statement best describes how the Gila woodpecker depends on 
the cactus for protection?

a. It lives near the cactus so it can find food to eat.

b. It	makes	a	nest	inside	the	cactus	for	shelter.

c. It lives near the cactus so it can find water to drink. 

11. (Lesson 8) Which statement best describes why a waxy outer coating helps a 
cactus to survive in its habitat?

a. It helps hide the cactus from animals that might want to eat it.

b. It helps protect the cactus from extreme weather.

c. It	helps	trap	water	inside	so	very	little	water	evaporates.

12. (Lesson 8) Which statement best describes how spines help a cactus to survive in 
its habitat?

a. They	protect	the	cactus	from	animals	that	might	eat	it.

b. They help the cactus absorb more water.

c. They help the cactus get more food.

 

HABITATS | QUICK CHECK ANSWER KEYS  | ��

Colleen
Text Box
Here's a portion of a Quick Check assessment.



13. (Lesson 8) Which statement best describes why having a thick shape helps a 
cactus to survive in its habitat?

a. The shape helps to hide the cactus from animals that might want to eat it.

b. The shape helps the cactus get more food.

c. The	shape	helps	to	keep	water	from	evaporating	because	most	of	the	water	
stays	deep	inside	the	cactus,	away	from	the	heat	of	the	sun.
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Teacher Masters 
       and Visual Pack

Teacher Masters may be reproduced and used 
during lessons. Their uses vary—they may be 
used by individuals, in groups, or as reference 
sheets for teachers or adult helpers in the 
classroom. 

Family Letters (introductions to the module) and 
Family Links (homework or optional activities) 
are also in the Teacher Masters.

Visuals include posters and pictures that may be 
displayed or projected in the classroom during 
lessons. In some cases, Visuals may also include 
cardstock games that are used during lessons.

Family Letters (introductions to the module) and 
Family Links (homework or optional activities) 

Teacher Masters
during lessons. Their uses vary—they may be 

   All the Classroom Tools You Need

www.sciencecompanion.com



Habitats Teacher Master ��

Name: _____________________________    Date: ________________________________

Please complete this assignment for science class .

Family Link with Science—Homework

Find a Special Spot Outside

Find a special spot outside that you can visit once a week . Choose someplace 

where you can sit, undisturbed, for at least 10 minutes .

1 . Where is your special spot? _____________________________________

2 . Look closely at everything below you, above you, and around you . Do 

you see any birds? Use words or pictures to describe the living things you 

observe .

Family Link: Find a Special Spot Outside (Lesson �)



Habitats Teacher Master ��

Name: _____________________________    Date: ________________________________

Family Link: Your Special Spot Outside—Weekly Visit (Lessons �-�, ��-��)

Please complete this assignment for science class .

Family Link with Science—Homework

Your Special Spot Outside
Weekly Visit

Return to your special spot outside . Sit there for at least 10 minutes .

1 . What is the weather like today? __________________________________

2 . Look closely at everything below you, above you, and around you . Use 

words or pictures to describe the living things you observe .

3 . Do you notice any differences from the last time you visited your special 

spot?



Habitats Teacher Master ��

Name: _____________________________    Date: ________________________________

Please complete this assignment for science class .

Family Link with Science—Homework

Your Special Spot Outside
Weekly Visit, page �

4 . Bonus Question:

Family Link: Your Special Spot Outside—Weekly Visit (Lessons �-�, ��-��)
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The Student Reference Books provide another 
avenue for students to explore science content. 
Topics are directly related to each module’s 
Big Ideas. 

Reading the books, students can verify and extend 
what they’ve learned through hands-on exploration. 
Rich graphics in each book help students extend 
classroom experiences into real-world contexts.

In addition, the books contain color-coded sections 
about the history of science and technology. 
Sections such as “People Doing Science” tell about 
pivotal scientists of the past, and also describe work 
that diff erent kinds of scientists conduct in the 
present.  “Technology and Inventions” sections 
explore the ways that advances in 
technology have led to new scientifi c 
exploration as tools improved, and how 
scientifi c discoveries have been applied 
by human technology.

The spirit of inquiry.
 An invitation into curiosity. 
The tools for success.



How Do Plants Get What They 
Need to Survive?

Plant Characteristics

Plants live in many kinds of environments. Like animals, 

plants have different physical characteristics. Their physical 

characteristics include how tall they grow and the size and the 

shape of their leaves. These characteristics help them to live in 

their environment.

  

Tall coconut palms usually grow in warm, 
wet environments near the ocean. Their leaves 
are large, slit fronds that shed water.

3
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Short grasses usually grow in cold, dry 
climates on high mountains. Their leaves 
are small, tough blades that keep water in.



Chapter 334

Try This!

Looking at Leaves

Collect one leaf from as many different kinds of plants as you 

can find. Spread them out in front of you.

Divide the leaves into two different groups. What characteristic 

did you use?

Divide each group again. Now you should have four groups. 

What physical characteristics make the four groups different 

from each other? What physical characteristics make the 

leaves in one group similar to each other? Can you divide the 

groups any further?

Scientists follow a process like this when they classify, or sort, 

organisms into groups. You have just made a step toward 

classifying plants.
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Unlike animals, plants cannot move around to meet their 

needs. They must compete with each other for space, sunlight, 

food, and water. They need space for their roots to get water 

and nutrients. They need space for their leaves to get sunlight.

For example, seedlings compete with each other for sunlight 

and space. Often, the young plant that grows the tallest and 

fastest will survive. Those around it may not be able to get 

enough sunlight to survive.

Plants have many physical characteristics. These physical 

characteristics allow different kinds of plants to share the 

same environment.



Chapter ���

Living in a Rainforest

In rainforests, different kinds of plants 

grow to different heights. This physical 

characteristic allows them to live 

closely together and still meet their 

needs for space and sunlight.

Rainforests have four layers. The 

highest layer is called the emergent 

layer. The trees in this layer are very 

tall. Their branches grow above all 

the other plants. These trees get all the 

sunlight they need.

The next layer down is called the 

canopy. In this layer, tall trees form a 

thick green roof of leafy branches.

Other small plants grow on the 

branches of these trees. They use the 

high tree branches to meet their own 

need for sunlight.

Some of the other plants  
in this layer are vines. Vines 
root in the ground and 
climb up to the canopy. 
The physical characteristics 
that help them reach these 
tall places include twining 
stems and clasping tendrils. 
They also have sticky hairs, 
thorns, or spines. These 
physical characteristics 
give them protection from 
insects and other animals.

          

            

            

            

 

          

          

          

        

 Vines creep up the trunk of a tree  
to reach the sunlight.

     

     

    

    

     

      

    

     

    

Understory
layer

Emergent
layer

Canopy
layer 

Forest floor
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Other plants don’t grow roots in the ground. Instead, their 

roots may grow in rotting mosses high up in the branches of 

trees. Some plants have roots that hang loose in the air. Their 

roots catch the water that falls as rain and drips from the 

branches above.

The plants on this tree 
don’t have their roots in 
the ground.

The layer beneath the canopy is called the understory. Here, 

shorter plants often have giant leaves. Big leaves help them 

catch the light that passes through the leaves above. This 

physical characteristic helps them meet their need for sunlight.

Ferns are common in the 
rainforest understory. They have 
large, spreading fronds that 
catch the sunlight.

The bottom layer in the 

rainforest is the forest floor. 

Almost no sunlight reaches 

there. New, small plants 

can’t grow there unless there 

is space and light for them 

to grow. Sometimes they 

get this space and sunlight 

when a big tree falls.



Chapter ���

Survival in the Wild

Like animals, every plant faces threats in its habitat. Plants, 

however, cannot move to escape these threats.

A plant has structures that keep an animal from eating all of 

it. It has physical characteristics that help it survive different 

seasons. The characteristics that help the plant to survive are 

called adaptations.

Both plants and animals have adaptations. Some examples of 

plant adaptations include various defenses against herbivores.

Sharp spines or poisonous leaves can protect a plant from 

animals that would eat it.

          

          

           

    

         

          

 

Word Connection
adaptations—

physical or behavioral 

characteristics that 

help an organism 

survive in its habitat.

This plant has sharp spines.

This plant has many poisonous parts.

Other, different adaptations help plants live in cold or hot 

environments.
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Dormancy

Plants that live through cold, dark winters have an adaptation 

called dormancy. They prepare for the cool, short days by 

storing energy in bulbs and roots. To save their energy, they 

stop flowering or making seeds.

As winter approaches, they lose their leaves. These plants 

become dormant, or rest, until the longer, warm spring  

days return.

          

Word Connection
dormancy— 

a condition of being 

alive but not actively 

growing.

This dormant tree has shed its leaves for the winter. 

New blades will make this grass green again after 
it rains.

When springtime comes, dormant plants 

begin to grow again. Fresh green leaves 

unfold from buds. New shoots grow from 

roots or branches.

In environments with dry seasons, some 

plants become dormant when the rain 

stops. These plants stay dormant until it 

rains again.



Chapter ��0

Succulents

Many plants in dry places store water in fleshy leaves, stems, 

or roots. Plants with these physical characteristics are called 

succulents. A cactus is a kind of succulent. So are other plants 

such as jade plants.

Succulent plants have 

physical characteristics that 

help them to survive in dry 

environments. Desert rains 

often wet just the top of the 

soil. Because of this, the 

roots of most succulents grow 

just below the soil surface. 

The roots also spread wide 

around the plant. These roots 

take in large amounts of 

water very quickly.

A saguaro’s roots grow  
just beneath the soil  

surface. It spreads out  
as far as the plant is tall.

The roots of a two-foot-tall cholla in an extremely dry area may be 9 meters (30 ft) long.

Word Connection
succulents— 

plants with thick, 

fleshy stems or leaves 

that store water.
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ExploraGear® Items
The ExploraGear® provides all of the hard-to-fi nd, hands-on materials needed to 
eff ectively implement a Science Companion module. This kit of non-consumable 
and consumable items is your go-to place for the tools needed to teach inquiry 
science. The authors of Science Companion carefully developed the curriculum 
so that the ExploraGear® items are not overwhelming and unfamiliar, but fi lled 
with the most essential, high quality items needed to engage students in a rich, 
interactive, inquiry science experience.
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 I Wonder: notice, ask questions, state problems
 I Think: consider, gather information, predict
 I Try: experiment, model, test ideas, repeat
 I Observe: watch, examine, measure
 I Record:  record data, organize, describe, classify, graph, draw
 I Discover: look for patterns, interpret, reflect, conclude,
  communicate discoveries

Science Companion 

uses the “I Wonder” 

Circle to help students 

reflect on how they

 (and other scientists!) 

do science.
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Collecting and Examining Life
From collecting animal tracks to 
dissecting flowers, children deepen 
their understanding of what makes 
something alive as well as exploring 
the similarities and differences among 

living things.
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ce Weather

One day students learn to use a 
thermometer to record temperature, 
another day they measure rainfall 
or investigate the nature of ice. 
Throughout the year, students use 

their senses as well as scientific tools to discover that 
weather is a dynamic part of nature.
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Solids, Liquids, and Gases
While deciding what makes a solid a 
solid, watching water disappear from 
an open cup, or comparing various 
liquids, children find the value in asking 
questions and probing the world 

around them for meaningful answers.Ph
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Motion
Through activities that engage 
children’s bodies and minds, children 
move their own bodies in various ways 
to learn about motion, as well as build 
ramps, roll toy cars, drop and crash 

marbles, slide pennies and shoes, and even fly paper 
airplanes.
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Rainbows, Color, and Light
Through experiments with prisms, 
mirrors, bubbles, water, sunlight, and 
flashlights, children bring rainbow 
effects into their classroom and onto 
the playground. They also mix colors to 

observe that colored light produces different results 
than mixing pigmented paints, dough, or water.
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d Early Science Explorations
From making a collage of the leaves 
and seeds they find to constructing a 
lever from rocks and wood, children are 
introduced to the wonders of science 
and scientific exploration. Contains 7 

studies in one book: Growing and Changing; Class Pet; 
Collections from Nature; Constructions; Dirt, Sand and 
Water; Sky and Weather; and My Body.
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Rocks
One day children examine fossils, 
another day they might test minerals. 
As children collect, examine, describe, 
and experiment with rocks, minerals 
and fossils, they hone their observation 

skills and begin to unravel the puzzle of what rocks are 
and how they are formed.
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Magnets
From testing what sort of everyday 
objects are attracted to magnets to 
comparing the strength of different 
magnets, children deepen their 
observation skills while learning about 

the nature of magnets.Ph
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Life Cycles
From watching a pea sprout to feeding 
apples to butterflies, children closely 
study four organisms, including 
humans, to observe the remarkable 
growth and change that living things 

experience during their life spans.
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Soils
From closely observing soil components 
and their properties to discovering the 
importance of earthworms, children 
use their senses of sight, smell, and 
touch to explore the wonders of soil.Ea
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PreK-6 Inquiry Science Curriculum
Inspiring students to explore their world.

888.352.0660
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Habitats
From going on a nature walk to 
dissecting owl pellets, children are 
asked to think about how organisms 
(plants, animals, fungi, and microscopic 
living things) survive in the places they 

live, and how they interact with other living things.
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Light
Whether watching light “bend” a 
pencil in water or building a periscope, 
the combination of hands-on, multi-
sensory learning enables children 
to understand what light is, how it 

behaves, and why it makes sight possible.Ph
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Electrical Circuits
Whether exploring static charges, 
figuring out how to get a light bulb 
to light, or testing the conductivity of 
everyday objects, students experience 
firsthand the excitement of electricity 

and scientific discovery.Ph
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One day children chart the moon’s 
cycles, another day they might make a 
scale model of our solar system. By 
observing the world around them, they 
address questions such as “Why are 

there seasons?” and “Why does the moon appear to 
change shape?”
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Nature’s Recyclers
By watching composting worms create 
soil, to modeling the nutrient cycle, 
students have the opportunity to 
investigate the organisms that carry 
out the process of decomposition and 

recycle nutrients in an ecosystem.
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Watery Earth 
Whether following a drop of water 
through the water cycle, measuring 
their own water usage, or exploring 
how filters clean dirty water, students 
are encouraged to use what they learn 

to have a positive impact on water resources.
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Matter
With challenges like exploring what 
they can learn about an unknown 
substance called “Whatzit,” students 
experience the excitement of scientific 
discovery and gain an appreciation of 

the scientific method used by professional scientists.Ph
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Earth’s Changing Surface
From building river models that explore 
erosion and deposition to touring the 
school grounds looking for evidence of 
the earth’s changing surface, students 
use hands-on investigations to discover 

the dynamic nature of the earth’s surface.
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Human Body in Motion
By modeling how muscles move bones, 
testing reflexes, and measuring the 
effects of exercise on breathing and 
heart rate, students begin to appreciate 
the interactions between body parts 

and recognize the importance of protecting them by 
making healthy choices.
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Energy
Whether testing the efficiency of light 
bulbs, exploring heat conduction, 
or designing an imaginary invention 
demonstrating the transfer of energy, 
students discover that energy is at the 

root of all change occurring in the world around them.Ph
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Force and Motion
By demonstrating and explaining 
ways that forces cause actions and 
reactions, as well as gaining a deeper 
understanding of basic forces such as 
friction and gravity, students discover 

the many ways that forces affect the motion of objects 
around them.
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Design Projects
Animal Homes, Human Tools, Simple 
Machines, Moving Systems, Electrical 
Circuits, Human Systems. 
The design project series was 
developed to support compatible 

modules by allowing students to design and/or build 
animal homes, tools, machines, and designs of their 
own creation. Taking between 4-6 sessions, the 
projects strengthen skills and ideas about choosing 
materials, using tools, working with the limitations of 
materials, solving problems, and overall project design.
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Science Skill Builders
With 21 lessons spanning the breadth 
and depth of science skills, students 
develop a core understanding of using 
tools in science, scientific testing, 
observation skills, and the importance 

of analysis and conclusions.
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Program Features FOSS Science Companion STC

Prepares students to do 
inquiry-based science

Lesson O introduces students to 
the scientific method through the 
“I Wonder” Circle

Hardback, colorful, content-rich 
student reference materials for 
upper elementary students

Student Reference Books

Bound student science notebooks 
to foster student literacy and 
reading skills P The original Student Science 

Notebooks

Parallels in instructional design to 
Everyday Mathematics®

Developed by the creators of 
Everyday Mathematics®

Variety of assessment strategies P Teacher-friendly formative and 
summative assessment strategies P

A variety of pilot options to fit the 
interests and needs of districts

Several no-cost pilot options, 
including an innovative online pilot 
program

Correlations to local and state 
science standards

Correlated to state standards with 
customized local standard 
correlations available upon request

Teacher must gather minimal 
teacher supplied items P ExploraGear and Supplemental 

Classroom Supplies available P
Early Childhood activity-based 
modules available (K Only)

Modules developed specifically 
for PreK-K available

Unique content offered to meet 
standards

Light and Rainbows, Color, and 
Light modules available

Children develop science habits of 
mind in addition to content 
knowledge

“I Wonder” Circle integrates 
modules as tool for student 
reflection

Engaging activities nourish 
children’s curiosity P Engaging, hands-on activities 

focused on Big Ideas P
Supports teachers in reaching 
Big Ideas

Reflective  Discussions help 
children integrate their experience 
and build science knowledge

Full curriculum available digitally
Hyperlinked teacher materials 
(iTLM’s) & digital student materials 
build affordable access

P

P

P

P
P
P

P
P
P
P
P
P
P

P

www.sciencecompanion.com

Unique Features...
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A New Way to Pilot...

www.sciencecompanion.com

An Innovative Free Online Pilot Program!
We know that both time and financial resources are limited for 
school districts these days. 

So, we are delighted to introduce an exciting new digital opportunity 
for you to try Science Companion materials at no cost, at a scale that 
is easily manageable.  And it’s high tech, too!

Come to our Online Pilot Website and find:
• Sample lessons from eight of our modules.
• Conversation and support from content and teaching experts.
• Free digital teacher materials and student resources.
• Directions on how  to order  ‘lending library’ for kit materials.
• A pilot that will give you a rich taste of inquiry science but re-

quires no more than a handful of classroom sessions.

“I think this is an awesome resource for doing science.” 
Field Test Teacher

There are a limited number of online pilots available, 
so contact us now to  find out how you can 

explore Science Companion at your pace, for free.

(And, of course, we have traditional pilots available too. Just ask!)

888-352-0660 
pilot@sciencecompanion.com



Succeed with Science Companion

The spirit of inquiry.  An invitation to curiosity.  The tools for success.

Inquiry-based learning in science is exciting, effective, 
and evocative. It also can be challenging. 

We can help you take the mystery out of inquiry!

Philosophy
A half-day session introducing the methodology, 
pedagogy, and best practices of Science Companion.

Implementation
Building from specific modules your district is using, 
a hands-on exploration of how to best implement 
Science Companion in your classrooms.

Assessment and Science 
Formative and summative assessment can work together 
to strengthen teaching and test scores!

Coming from Everyday Math 
Science Companion was developed by the same research-
ers who developed Everyday Mathematics, and many of 
the same pedagogical tools are used. Making the jump to 
Science Companion is easy!

Train the Trainers
Build a community of Science Companion experts in your 
district or intermediate unit.

It’s in the Bag! 
Fully customizable workshops to meet your needs.  Contact us to 
learn how we can best help you!

Designed by  the 
University of Chicago’s 
Center for Elementary 

Math & Science 
Education.

Participants
Teachers and administrators
in districts using Science 
Companion.

Length
Mix and Match to your needs 
to build a half day or full day 
session.

Continuing Education 
CEU’s available, please ask us 
about we can work with you to 
arrange credits.

Cost
Ask your rep for more 
information!

Professional Development
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Get a Full Curriculum Sample

Check out a Pilot Program

Get a Custom Scope & Sequence

Get a Full Curriculum Sample

Check out a Pilot Program

Get a Custom Scope & SequenceGet a Custom Scope & Sequence

Get a Full Curriculum Sample

Check out a Pilot Program

Get a Custom Scope & Sequence

Phone/Fax: 888-352-0660

8400 Woodbriar Drive
Sarasota, FL 34238

info@sciencecompanion.com
www.sciencecompanion.com

Find your Sales Rep

info@sciencecompanion.com
www.sciencecompanion.com
info@sciencecompanion.cominfo@sciencecompanion.com

Click either link

for more 

infomation!

The spirit of inquiry.  An invitation into curiosity.      The tools for success.
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